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Click-to-Collect DraftKings Massachusetts Promo Code

The current DraftKings Massachusetts promo code is worth a massive bonus for new players. You

can claim a bet $5, get $200 promo, a deposit match bonus, and a $50 bonus bet on deposit when

you sign up using the click-to-claim link below.   

Sports betting is officially live in the state of Massachusetts. Boston-based DraftKings Sportsbook

is one of the licensed operators approved to take sports wagers in the state. To get new users in

the state ready to place their first bet, DraftKings offers a welcome bonus worth hundreds of

dollars. Read on for more information on the Massachusetts sports betting market and how to

redeem the bonus.
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Massachusetts Sports Betting Launch Details

Sports betting first hit Massachusetts on Jan. 31 when the state rolled out in-person sports betting

at three state casinos – Plainridge Park Casino, MGM Springfield, and Encore Boston Harbor. Sports

fans in the state were able to bet on Super Bowl LVII.

Now, online sports betting is officially live in the state with six mobile sportsbooks (DraftKings,

FanDuel, BetMGM, Caesars, Barstool, and WynnBET) and people in the state can bet on the 2023

March Madness tournament.

DraftKings Massachusetts Sportsbook Preview

DraftKings offers odds on all the major sports markets, including NFL, NBA, NHL, MLB, and most

college sports. In addition to standard moneyline, total, and spread wagers, there is a wide variety

of prop bets available in each market as well.

The Massachusetts Gaming Commission, which regulates the sports betting market in the state,

allows betting on all professional sports, and non-Massachusetts college teams. People can bet

on in-state teams if the team is in a big tournament (such as March Madness).

Some of DraftKings’ most popular sports to bet on are the current NHL and NBA seasons. It will

also have odds on every March Madness game, starting with the Round of 64, through the

championship game on April 3.
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DraftKings Massachusetts Promo Code & Bonus Details

Use a link on this page to head to the DraftKings Sportsbook site and sign up for an account.

When you do, you’ll qualify for the welcome bonus.

DraftKings MA Deposit Bonuses

In addition to the above promotions, DraftKings Sportsbook will also match your first deposit at a

rate of 20% for a bonus of up to $1,000, along with a bonus bet of $50 if you make a first deposit

of at least $5. So for example, if you make a first deposit of $50, DraftKings will match it with $10 in

bonus funds and a $50 bet, because the deposit was more than $5. You don’t need a code; sign

up via a link on this page.

If you redeem all the bonuses outlined above, they total a $1,250 value available to you on day

one of sports betting in Massachusetts.

DraftKings MA $200 Bonus
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New sports bettors in Massachusetts are eligible to opt-in to DraftKings’ bet $5, get $200

promotion. Sign up anywhere on this page and place a wager of at least $5 on any sport or

market of your choice, such as NHL games, NBA, or the upcoming March Madness tournament.

Upon placing your $5 bet, DraftKings will automatically issue your account $200 in bonus bets.

The $200 is guaranteed whether your initial bet wins or loses. It will come in the form of eight $25

bonus bets.

There is no promo code necessary to redeem this offer. Click anywhere on this page to sign up and

get started.
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DraftKings Sportsbook Enters New Massachusetts Sports
Betting Market

When Massachusetts legalized sports betting in August of 2022, there was little doubt that

DraftKings would be among the first operators licensed in the state. DraftKings, which is

headquartered in Massachusetts, first picked up popularity for its DFS platform but has quickly

become a leader in the sports betting space since the fall of PAPSA in 2018.

DraftKings has now added Massachusetts to its long list of states in which it operates. Its online

sportsbook launched in the state on March 10, along with five others.
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